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INTRODUCTION
Algebraic functions, in many ways, are just a generalization of algebraic
numbers. Algebraic nunmbers are the roots of a polynomial equation with ra-
tional coefficients while an algebraic function consists of the roots of a poly-
nomial equation with rational functions as coefficients. In the first case, the
equation has multiple roots if the discriminant is zero, while in the second,
one finds for what complex values the equation has repeated roots by setting
the discriminant equal to zero, and solving the resulting equation. Further-
more, the algebraic numbers of a given equation can be found by use of a
procedure known as Newton's method. Likewise, an algebraic function, de-
fined by a certain equation, can be found by a generalization of Newton's
method.
This report is divided into three sections. In the first section we consider
some of the properties of the resultant and discriminant for polynomials in one
and two variables. These properties are used in sections two and three to de-
termine the critical points and reducibility of a given equation.
In the second section we prove that an algebraic function is simply a cer-
tain type of analytic function. The proof involves finding the nature of the
expansions at the different types of critical points. However, the actual de-
termination of these expansions is left until the third section.
The third section shows how Newton's method can be generalized to actu-
ally find the algebraic function which corresponds to a given equation. The
method is illustrated by several examples.
The following theorems will be used throughout this paper.
1. Theorem of Monodromy . If D is a simply connected domiain, if a is in D,
and if a power series f(z;a) can be continued analytically along every path in
D, then the continuations define a holomorphic function in D.
2. Theorem of Rouche' . Let C be a simple closed rectifiable curve, and sup-
pose f(z) is meromorphic in the interior of C, and on C, but has neither zeros
or poles on C. If f(z) can be written as the sum of two functions g(z) and h(z)
meromorphic in the interior of C, and on C, such that g(z) / 0, » on C, and
(g(z)| > lh(z)| on C then the change in the argument of f(z) when z describes C
is the same as the change in the argument of g(z), and the difference between
the number of zeros and number of poles is the same for both functions.
3. Identity Theorem
. Suppose that f(z) and g(z) are two functions holomor-
phic in the domains D, and D^ respectively. Suppose that D, and D^ intersect
in a domain D (D = D,nD-,) and there exists an infinite sequence of distinct
points z in D having at least one linait point in D such that f(z ) = g(z ) n = 1,
2, 3, ... Then f(z) = g(z) in D, and g(z) is the analytic continuation of f(z) in
Dy, while f(z) is the analytic continuation of g(z) in D,.
RESULTANTS AND DISCRIMINANTS
In our study of algebraic functions we shall need some of the properties
of the resultant of two polynomials and of the discriminant of a single poly-
nomial. With regard to this need, we make the following definition.
Definition 1. 1 L et f(z) = f z + f, z +. . . + f , and g(z) = g z + gn z +
. . . + gj^ be two polynomials in the complex variable z with coefficients from
the complex field, and suppose g^^ ^0, f^ 0. Then the resultant, R(f, g), is
defined to be
R(f
, g) =
f f, . . .f
o 1 n
.. .0
f f , f ...0
n-1 n
0. . .0 f fT .
o 1
g^ gi . . • g_ • . .
'o ^1 m
g ...g , g ...0
°o "m-l °m
0---0 So sr gm
m times
n times
Theorem. 1. 1 A necessary and sufficient condition that the polynomials f and
g have a root in common is R(f, g) = 0.
To prove the necessity, we consider the system of equations
m-1n+m-1 n+m-2
+ . . . + f^z =
r n+m-2 , ^ n+m-3 ,f^z + f , z +
o 1
+ f z^-^ =
n
f z'' + f,z''"'^ + ...+£ =
o 1 n
gn^
n+m-1
+ g^z
n+m-2
n+m-2
,
n+m.-3
,gz +g,z +
n-1
. + g z =m
. + g z =0
m.
,
m-1
,
, p,g z + g, z + . . . + g_^ =
In matrix form, this system of equations can be written,
o
f
^r-'^n
0. . .
fn-1 fn--0
0. . . a f^ f^
g g, • • • g 0. . .
°o °1 °m
g • -g 1 g
o m-1
0...0 g^g^
m
gm
n+m-1
n+m-2
•
•
=
*
•
* •
z
1
_ . .
If we make the substitution Xj^+m-l ~ ^ ' ^'^^ regard the x's as inde-
pendent variables, we have a system of n + m homogeneous equations in
n + m unknowns. Now suppose z = a is a common root of f(z) and g(z). That
is, f(a) = 0, g(a) = 0. Then Xj^^jj^_j^ = a , and we see that each of the
n + m homogeneous equations is satisfied. Therefore, the column vector
n+m-1
n+m-2
a
1
is a colution of this system of equations. Since the solution is
obviously nontrivial, we conclude that
0. . .
R(f.g) =
^o ^1 • • • ^n
^o-'-^n-l ^n-
0...0 fo fi
gc 'm 0. . .
go gm-1 gm-
=
0...0 go ... gmj
To prove the sufficiency, we note that the resultant can be written as
1 f.R(f'g)
= ^o"C 1 . . f ...n
^n-l^n---0
fo ^o
0. ..0 1 f
1
gl
8o
1
J. _2
^o ^o
_n
^o
.0
^m-l ^mg^---^
0. .. 1
'm
since f^ and g are not equal to zero.
Now, let a^ , a^ , . . . a^ and b^ , b^, . . . b^ be the roots of f(z) and g(z) respec-
tively. By the Factor Theorem,
f (z) = i^iz-a^i) (z-a^). . .(z-aj^),
g(z) = go(^-^i) (2-^2)- • • (z-b^).
We then have the following relationships.
1
- (^1 + a^ +. ..+ a^) = —
(-1) I a^aj = -
i<j ^o
(-1) i-
^i^ ^^2*"%" f
i^<i2<. ..<ij^
(bi +b2+...+ b^) =
6^0
(-1)2 I b,b^ = ^i<j ^o
{-1)^1 bt bt ...bt = —
"^1
^Z \ go
t <t-<. . .<t,12 k
l<k<n l<k<m
From these relationships, we see that R is a polynomial in the roots aj^ and
bj which we denote by R = Rla^^ , a2, • . • a^^, h^, b2. . • . b^^). We shall show
that R is homogeneous and of degree mn in the roots. That is, R(pa2^, pa2,
• • • pa-n' P^i , . . . pbm) = P ^(^1 . • • • . a^. b^ , . . . b^^^).
The preceding formulas show that multiplying each root by a factor p
k i
multiplies fj^ and g^ by p and p respectively.
Therefore, R(pa|, pan. Pbi, . . . pbj^) = fo^^go'' fl
1
pn£il 0...0
o
„n-l^n-l A
0...0 pli,
fo
1 pii
go
fo
p^iHi 0. . .
So
0.. .0 gl jrn£m
gn
We multiply the k row of R by p for k = 1, . . . m, and the (m+i)th row by
p^" for i = 1,2, . . .n. At the same time we take a factor
_-{! + ... +n-l + l+. . .+m-l) outside the determinant. The value of the determi-
nant is unchanged, and we have,
R (pa^, . . . ,pa^, pb^,...pb^)m
-(1+. . ,+n-l + l+. . .+m-l) , m n
>
^ f» g- 1 ^1 ^^ 0. . .0
m-l n+m-1 f0...0 p \..p ISL
m^
1 p^ . . .p gjn.
g.
„ n-1 n+m-1
P P gm
(1+. . .+m+n-l) - (1+. . .+n-l + l + . ..+m-l) f "^g ^
o °o
[m+(n-l)l rm+^ - Rn-Dn+m (m- 1)1
^^ ^^ ^
2 2 2 2
_
^m. +2mn-m-hn -n-n +n-m +rn
— 1;'
1 ii
f^
^n 0...0
0. . . 1 .. . n
1 £i. . .£ei 0. . .
go go
0... 1
n 1 m'
R(a,,...,a , b,,...,b )
n' "r
'm
gr
m'
mn^
= p R(a^, .... a^, bj^, . . . , b^^).
Now suppose the b. are held constant, and the a, are allowed to vary, then R
is a polynomial in the a, of degree mn and by the necessity part of the proof
R = whenever a- = bj. lij^n, l^r^m. Therefore a. - b^. is a factor of R.
That is R = fo"'gQ''n(a.-b^) M(a^ , a^, . . . , aj
(a -b )M(a, , a^, . . . , a ). Since R and (a.-b ) are polynomials of degree
* n m' ^ 1 2 n ' j r
l< r<m
mn in the a^, M(a2^, a^, . . . a^^) must be equal to a constant. The value of the
constant can be found by considering the special case f=z,g = z +1.
R(f
. g) = 1 . ..
1
J 1
= 1, f = 1. g„ = 1
= 0(k=l,2,...n) bj = e^^;|i^ (j = l,2, m)
m rn. /I 1 o -N
Jl(a--bj.) = (-1) » b; =(-1) Lexp(i ^ i^[^ )]
15 j<n
llr<m
j = l i=i
2m.
Therefore, M(a, , a-, ... a ) = 1.
m n
If we now fix a-, we have R(f, g) = f^ g^ (a--bj.).
Remembering the factored expressions for f and g, we can also write
R(f,
n m
V ,- m TT / \ / ^ vHin. m n _ ,, > , , >mn n^ ,,, >
. g) = fo
_F 8(^1) = (-1) ^o ^o ^(^r'^i^ " ^"^^ ^o ^ ^^^r^J-i *
.
•> r=l
We conclude, if R(f, g) = 0, then, f(z) and g(z) have a root in common.
We next consider the discriminant of f(z).
Definition 1. 2 The discriminant, D(f), of a polynomial f(z) is defined to be
(-1) "(^~^) R(f,f') where f = df_
.
^
f dz
o
If f(z) has a multiple root, then this root must also appear in f'(z), and
we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. 1 A necessary and sufficient condition that f(z) have multiple
roots is D(f) = 0.
Now, let us extend these results to polynomials in two complex variables
z and w.
Definition 1.3 Let f(z,w) = f^ (z)w^ + f^ (z) w'^"-^+. . .+£^(z), i^(z) i
g(z,w)= gQ(z)w + gi(z)w +. . .+gj^(z), gQ(z) i
be polynomials in the complex variables w with coefficients that are poly-
nomials in z, then R(z,f, g) =
m times
n times
f^(z) f^(z) ... f^(z) ...
f^(z)
. . . f^(z) ...
0. . .0 f (z)
o^
go(z) ..
g,(-)
0...0 g^(z)
'm
g (z)
^m^ '
yz)
(z) 0.
. . .
g (z)
Definition 1. 4 The discriminant of f(z, w) is the polynomial
D(z.f) = (-l)-^Z^-^ Jj^ R(z.f,f') where f = 3^ . fo(z) / 0. If f^(z) = 0.
D(z,f) = (-l)iil|ti] R(f,f,z).
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Theorem 1.2 A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(z,w) have multiple
roots is D(z, f) = 0.
If f (z) i 0, the result follows by Corollary 1.1. To handle the case
where f (z) = 0, we expand the resultant by minors of the first columin.
After expanding each minor again, and setting i^i,^) = 0, we obtain the follow-
ing expression for D(z,f).
D(..i)-.(.l)^i^i.) fl(z) yz)
..0 f^(z) i^iz) ... fn(z)
(n-l)f^(z)
^n-l<^) °
. ..0 (n-l)f^(z) n-P '
If f (z) = 0, the above determinant is R(f, f',z). Therefore, if f_(z) = 0,
n(n+l)
D(z,f) = (-1) 2
—
^fi(z)R(z,f,f'). liii{z)4 0, then by Theorem 1 . 1 f and f
have equal roots if and only if R(z,f, f) = 0. By the above equality, f(z) has
multiple roots if and only if D(z,f) = 0. If iAz) = and fi(z) = then we
need to extend the definition of f(z,w) to include the pair (z,oo). We shall
see later (Theorem 2.6) that f(z,w) can be defined at the point (z,eo) to make
the theorem hold. That is, w = oo can be defined so that it is a multiple root
off(z,w), if f(z) and f (z) equal 0, and if w =oo is a multiple root of f(z, w)
then f (z) = 0, f , (z) = 0, and thus D(z,f) = 0.
o ^
Definition 1
.
5 The polynomial f(z,w) is reducible if f(z,w) = p(z,w)q(z,w)
where p(z, w) and q(z, w) are polynomials in z and w, neither of which is
equal to a constant. If the polynomial is not reducible, it is said to be irre-
ducible
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Theorem 1. 3 For two irreducible polynomials f(z, w) and g(z,w) of positive
degree in w, there are only a finite number of values of z for which f and g
have equal roots unless f is a constant times g.
The proof is by contraposition. If there were an infinite number of val-
ues of z for which f and g have equal roots then R(f, g, z) = 0. Otherwise, the
resultant would be a polynomial of finite degree in z, and thus have a finite
number of roots. By Theorem 1. 2 we would then have a contradiction. Also,
f(z,w) and g(z,w) are polynomials in w with coefficients (polynomials in z)
from the field of Rational Functions, and therefore have a greatest common
divisor, which we denote as d(z,w). That is there exists polynomials in
w, h(z,w), k(z,w), p(z,w), q(z,w), with coefficients that are rational func-
tions in z such that
(a) f(z,w) = h(z,w)d(z,w)
(b) g{z,w) = k(z,w)d{z,w)
(c) f(z,w)p(z,w) + g(z,w)q(z,w) = d(z,w)
These equalities hold for all values of z and w for which the coefficients of
the powers of w in d, h, k, p, and q exist. Since each coefficient is of the
form r(z)/t(z), where r(z) and t(z) are polynomials in z, and since p, g, h,
k, d have finite degree in w, there are only a finite number of values for
which the above equalities fail to hold. Suppose z = z is a value of z for
which the above equations hold. Now R e 0, and therefore f(z , w) and
g(zQ,w) have a root in common, say w^.
From (c), i{z.^,w)p{z^,vj) + g{z^,vj)q(z^,vj) = d(z^,vf), and d(zoW^) = 0.
Therefore, either d(z^,w) = or w-w^ is a factor of d(zQ,w). From (a) we
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see that d(z ,w) ;^ 0, since f(z , w) = would imply that z-z^ is a factor of
each coefficient of f(z,w). That is, f(z, w) is reducible. Thus d(zQ,'w) is of
positive degree in w. Letting z vary, we see that d(z,w) is also of positive
degree in w.
If i(z) is a common denominator for the coefficient of the powers of z
in h, d, and k, we may write
f(z,w) = 1 h^(z, w)dj(z, w)
i(z)
g(z,w) = 1 k^ (z, w)di(z, w)
i(z)
where h,
, d,, k, , are polynomials in z and w. The above equalities hold
whenever i(z) ^ 0, and thus for all but a finite number of z's. For any z
for which I(z) ^ we can write Jl{z)i(z) - h, (z, w)dj (z, w). Regarding z as
fixed, the right and left sides of the equation are polynomials in w, and
hence must be equal for all values of w. If we now let z vary, we see that
these equalities must hold for all values of z and w. Therefore, the above
equation is an identity. If j^(z) is a constant then d,(z,w) is a common poly-
nomial factor of f(z,w) and g(z, w) of positive degree in w, and since f and g
are irreducible h, and k, then must be constants. If not, let r be a root of
i(z) and X(z) = ij^(z) (z-r). Consider hj^, kj^, d^, as polynom^ials in w with
coefficients which are polynomials in z. Substituting for^(z),
(z-r)i^(z)f(z,w) = h^{z,w)dj^(z,w)
(z-r)ii(z)g(z,w) = ki(z,w)di(z,w)
We see that hj^(r, w)d, (r, w) = k, (r , w)d, (r, w) = 0.
Therefore, either z-r is a factor of every coefficient in d, or a factor of
13
every coefficient in h.^ and k^^. In either case
(z-r)i^(z)f(z,w) = (z-r)h2(z,w)d2(z,w)
(z-r)ij^(z)g(z,w) = (z-r)k2(z,w)d2(z, w)
where h_, k-, d-, are polynomials in z and w, and d is of positive degree
in w.
It follows, by cancelling z-r, that,
ij^(z)f(z,w) = h^lz, w)d2(z,w)
i^ (z)g(z, w) = k^lz, w)d2(z, w)
lil. (z) is a constant, we conclude, as before, f(z,w) and g(z,w) differ only
by a constant. If not, we proceed as before. In any case, after a finite
number of steps, we arrive at the desired result.
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ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS
Let f(z,w) be an irreducible polynomial of positive degree in w of the
form f(z,w) = f (zjw*^ +. . . + i^iz) where each coefficient fj^(z) is itself a poly-
nomial in z with coefficients from the field of complex numbers, and ^ (z) ^ 0-
The largest exponent of z occurring in one of these coefficients will be denoted
by m. We then make the following definition.
Definition 2. 1 An algebraic function is a function, w = F(z), defined for all
values of z in the extended complex plane by an equation of the form f(z,w) = 0,
if z is finite, and by g(o,w) = where g(t,w) = t f(—, w), t = — , if z =oo.
t z
We note that for each finite z the function F(z) normally has n distinct
values. Exceptions occur if
1. f (z) = 0, for the equation has at most degree n-1
2. D(f, z) = 0, for the equation has multiple roots (Theorem 1. 2)
F^may or may not have fewer than n distinct values depending on whether
the determinant and/or the leading coefficient of g(t,w) evaluated at t = is
equal or unequal to zero.
With regard to the above discussion we make the definition.
Definition 2. 2 The algebraic critical points of F(z) are all points z which
satisfy one or more of the conditions: 1. D(z) = 2. f^lz) = 3. z = oo .
Since f (z) is a nonzero polynomial of finite degree, it has a finite num-
ber of roots, (at most m) Also, by Theorem 1. 3, there are only a finite
number of z for which D(z) = 0. Therefore, the algebraic critical points of
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F(z) are finite in number. Now, let z be a finite critical point, and suppose
wi(z ) = w-,(z ) = . . . = w, (z ). (llksn). That is, f(z,w) has a root,
O Ct Q iC O
•w = w, (z ) of inultiplicity k. We shall show that w.(z) Isisk is continuous
at z = Zq.
Theorem. 2. 1 For sufficiently small £•> there exists a S>0 such that when-
ever|z-ZQ|<S then[w^(z)-w l<£ for 1^ i^k. Moreover, if z, 4 z andlz,-z |< S>
then w (z, ) ?^ w (z, ) if r ^ s. llr<k, l^sik.
j7 J. S X
We first write f(z,w) in the form,
f(z,w) = fo(z) ^(w-w^) +wV + fi(z) ^(w-Wq) +wA ""^ +...+ fn(z).
After expanding the above equation, and arranging in descending powers of
w-Wq we obtain
f(z,w) = f^(z) (w-w^)'^ + f^(z) (w-w^"^' + . . . + f. (z) where f.(z) (l^iln) is
a polynomial in z. Now we know that f (z ) = f , (z ) = ...= f ,, , > (z ) =
n' o^ n-1^ o^ n-(k-l) ^ o'
9Jf •jkf
^^^
^n-k^^o^ ^ ^ ^^^"^^ all h ^ ^o "" O(O-J-^-l) and —-^ / 0, (w = w is a root of
O
multiplicity k). Therefore, because f , (z ) / 0, and is continuous, there
n-K o
exists a S-^'>0 such that if |z-z |< S, ' thenlf (z) | ^ 0. Also, since the set
oi * I n- K
of algebraic critical points of F(z) is finite, there exists a S ' >0 such that
whenever z ?^ z^ and jz-z^ |< S ^' then D(z) ?i 0. Let -S ' = min (<S^', "S^') ^^i^d
cS^= [z; jz-zi:S<S •
. We can write f(z,w) as,
f(^'^).= fn-k(^) (w-Wq) VlaM (w-w^)"^-^
-^JltL (w-w„)"-^-^ + . . . +
K-k(a) ^n-k(z)
^n-k-1 (^), 1 fn(z)
-k^(w-w^^) +. . . + (w-Wq)
^n-k(z) fn-k(z)
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^n-k(z) ^n-k(z) ^n-k(z)
,
,
£n-(k-l) (z) 1 fn(z] k
B(z,w) =-j (w-Wq) +. ..+ -^ (w-w )Vk(z) Vk(z)
Then f(z.w) = £^.1,(2) (w-w^^)^ (1+A+B).
Let c be the greatest lower bound of |fn-k(z)l ^°^ ^^^ z in cj^'. We
note that oO, because for any z in c^
' , | fn-k(z)| ^ ^* -Also, let m be an
upper bound for | iu^)
I i
=0, 1, . . . n, z£c^ '. Now suppose £ is any positive
number such that 0<t< min [-7— '21' ^^ ^i ~{^'|w-wjtf? then for any
z in cc ' and w in Cg
|A(z.w)| f
I fo_(z)| jw-w^l ""^+---+| fn.k-l( z)l l^-^ol
l^n-k(z)| |^n-k(z)|
m n-k I m n-k-1 4. 1 m
—— Q T '-- g I • • • T ^^^
c "^ c '^ c
= IIit(l+£2+...+£ n-k-1) ^m i.j^ n-k-1
m. ,1-i ~ ~ . ^ Znn . Zm c 1
Therefore
I
A(z, w) | < — for all z in c^ ' and w in c, .
Now. since
( f^(z^) 1 = \ i^_^{z^) 1 =.•• = lf„.(k.l) (zo) ' =0
there exists a
^ such that 0<i<^', and for any z in cc = (z;|z-z l<s{
.
Then for all z and w for which 1 z-z I ^ % and Iw-w I = S
o o
lB(z.w)l £ | f^.(k-i) (z) ( |w-wj "^+...+ iyf)| |w-wj "^
l^n-k(z)l l^n-k(z)|
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1 — Ic 1
a (£"+,,.+ £ ). Substituting in for a, we have | B(z, w) I "^ 1/2, Let z
^ c
be an arbitrary point in cj, then f(z^,w) = f^-k^^l^ (ww^) (1+A(z^,w) +
B(z,,w)). Furthermore, for any w such that I w-wj =£, we have by previ-
ous results |f^_^(z^) (w-w^)^(A(z^,w) + B(z^,w))l £ I fn-k^^l^^'^'"*o^ '
/lA(z^.w)l + lB(z^.w)|^<, l^n-k^'^l) ^"^""^o^^'
We now apply Rouche's Theorem to the functions:
f ,(z,)(w-w )^, f ,(z,)(w-w )^(A+B) on the circle I w-w^l =£. Then
n-k^ 1' ^ o' n-V, 1 ' o' ' o
f(z. ,w) has the same number of zeros in the interior of c^ as
f ,(z,){w-w)^. Since f , (z, ) / for any z in ct, we see that f(z, , w) has
n-k' 1 ^ O n-K 1 ^ » i
k zeros in the interior of cl . That is, I w.(z, ) - wJ < i i=l, 2, . . .k.
^ 1 i o
Furthermore, w.(z,) ^ w.(z,) for i / j, since D(z^) ^ 0.
We note that if D(z ) 4 0, then k=l, and thus for every z=Zj^ in Cj there
is one and only one root of f(z, ,w) = in Cg . Therefore, by the above theo-
rem, this root, say w,(z), is a continuous single valued function of z in c^ .
Using these remarks we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. 2 If k = 1, and w^(z^) = w^ in the preceding theorem, then w^(z)
is holomorphic in c^ .
Let z, and z, + h be arbitrary points in cj , and suppose w, (z, ) =
w *, w (z +h) = w * +i . Then f(z , w *) = and f(z +h, w +1) = 0. The
1 iM 1 11 1 1
theorem will be proved if we show that lim ^^(z^+h) - w^Cz^) _ i:^^ ^
h-»0 h h-» h
exists. To prove this we expand f(z,+h, w, +J^) in a Taylor series about
(^I'^l )• Therefore, f(z2^+h, vj^ iJl) = f{z.-^^,vj^ )+h— (z2^,W]^ ) +
"^ (z, , w, ) +
I
terms which contain at least the factors h , ^ or >thc
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Since f(z^,w^ ) = f(z^ + h, w^ +/) = 0, we can write = h^^zj^^ ^^*
+ P(z, w)h + Q(z, w)i] +/ (^^w 1 w = w * + R(z, w)i) where P, Q, and R are
'^=^1 ji because D(z ) / 0,and therefore
w=w,
n choose i small enough so that for all z and w in Cj and c^^ respective-
ly Ir^ kill ^^=^1 \ I Then 11 ^"^1
^^, ,0 4c^ a .^bw\^w=w,7 1 . aw w=wj* +R(z,w)i;^0, and thus
polynomials in z and w. Now .2jL
*^
^w
we car
iL (z w^*) + P(z,w)h + Q(z,w)i
,£ = - ^z ^ ^ • If we pass to the limit as h—>0,
i7(^pWi*) + R(z.w)^
we have lim = -ll z^, ^ *\ • Obviously this limit exists.
Since we have shown w,(z) is holomorphic in c^ , it can be expanded in a
power series with center z and whose radius of convergence is at least ^ .
We shall denote this series by w (z;z ). Now for each non critical point z^
there are n distinct roots w^(z^) i = 1, 2, ... n of f(z, w) = 0. Then, from the
previous two theorems, each root is holomorphic in some neighborhood
c{j. of z , and can be expanded in a power series w^(z;Zq) whose radius of
convergence is at least ^ ^ .
If the critical points are excluded, we can easily show that each series
w.(z;z ) can be continued throughout the punctured plane.
1 o
Theorem 2. 3 Each series w-(z;z ) can be continued along any path in the
punctured plane.
Obviously we only need to prove the theorem for w (z;z ). Let c t be
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any circle in which w, (z;z ) converges, and suppose z^ is an arbitrary non-
critical point on the boundary of c^. Then, because z^ is a noncritical point,
there exist L > (i = 1, 2, . . . n) such that w^(z;z^) converges in cl^. Also,
n
if z is in cb ^ (Hc^^) then for some j (1 ^ j £ n) vj.{z^;z^) = -w^iz^-.z^). Since
w.(z,;z,) ^ w.(z,;z,) for i / j, we can choose a sufficiently small neighbor-
n
hood ci>', such that z- is in c^', and c^'C csO (He, ), and w.(z;z. ) = w,(z;z )
for all z in c^'. Then, by the Identity Theorem w.(z;z^) = w^(z;z^) for all
z £ c^*^ ci-. Therefore, w.(z;z,) is a continuation of w^(z;z^).
We shall let a, , a^, .. .a ,« , denote the critical points of f(z, w), and
1 ^ r
suppose line segments are drawn connecting a. to a. , (i=2, 3, . , . r) and a^ to
00. From the preceding theorem, we can easily show that each of the func-
tions w. is holomorphic in the cut plane. That is, the complex plane with
this line excluded.
Corollary 2. 1 Each function w.(z), i = 1, 2, ... n is holomorphic in the cut
plane.
From the preceding theorem, w.(z;z ) can be continued along any path in
the cut plane. Since the cut plane is simply connected, we conclude, by the
Theorem of Monodromy, that w.(z) is holomorphic in the cut plane.
Now, we wish to show that the w.(z) are all branches of an n- valued ana-
lytic function. Equivalently, we wish to show that w.(z) can be continued into
w.(z) (1 £^ j £ n) by a suitable crossing of the polygonal line connecting the
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critical points. To this end we investigate the behavior of the w^(z) at the
critical points. We shall prove,
Theorem 2. 4 At a finite critical point, z = a, the roots of f(z,w) = can be
expressed as Laurent series in z' where z - a = z'i (ia positive integer).
Let a be one of the finite critical points of f(z,w), k the circumference
of a circle about a, which neither encloses nor contains any other critical
points; z , a point of k. Suppose k has positive orientation, then by previous
results each of the w.(z;z ) can be continued along k. Let w^*(z;z^) be the
continuation of w, (z;z ) around k. Then for some j (1 £ j 1 n), w.(z^;z^) =
w,*(z ;z ). Since w.(z ;z ) i w.(z ;z ) for i i^ j, there exists a neighborhood
1 ^ o o J o o 1 o o
c^ containing z such that w *(z;z ) = w.(z;z^) for all z in c^ . Therefore, by
the Identity Theorem, w *(z;z ) = w.(z;z ). Again, we can continue w.(z;z^)
along k, obtaining w. (z;z ). By the same reasoning as before, for some
s (1^ s = n) w {z;z ) = w. (z;z ). Now, two distinct roots cannot be con-
^
' s^ o' - j ^ o'
tinued into the same root, since otherwise the inverse continuation would
transform this root into the two distinct roots. So, continuing in the manner
described, we see that after h, times (l£ h, £ n) we must have for some
p(l:^p<n) w (z;z^) = w^(z;z^).
Suppose the w^(z) are numbered so that \n-^(z;7.q) goes into W2(z;Zq),
w^(z;z ) into w-(z;z ). . . , w, , (z;z ) into w, (z;z ) and w, (z;z ) into
2 o 3^ o'
^i"-'^ ° ^1 ° ^1 °
w,(z;z ). (Note that h may equal one). If h, = n, then all the w.(z) are in
the same cycle. If not w, + ,(z;z ) can be continued along k, obtaining
w, ^ , , (z;z ). We see that w, * , , j^ w for 1 £ t ^ h, , since the inverse
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continuation would give
^hi' ^hi+1 if t = 1
Therefore w*j^
^^ (z;Zo) ~ '^q(^'^o) ^l"*"^ - q - n. Continuing in this manner,
after h, times, we must have w (z;z ) 5 Wj^ _|^^(z;z^), h^ + 1 i r ^ n. Suppose
the w- are numbered so that wj^
^^
goes into wj^
^2' ^hi +2 i'^'-° ^hi +3' • * * '
^h^+h^ '''^° ^h^+1- -^^^^^ applying this process j times ^1,^+}^^+, . .+h._^+l
goes into Wh+...,+h.
, +2, . . . , ^n(2) 8°^^ i"'° ^h, +h, + . . . +h. ,+1' We see
J
that 2i h- = n, where j equals the number of permutations.
i=l
The proof will be completed if we show that the roots which formi the k
permutation 1 - k ± j with h-. elements can be expressed as a Laurent series
CO
,
fT^(z') = L ^n ^' i"' '•^^ complex z' plane where (z-a) = (z') k. Obviously,
n=-co
we need show the above only for the permutation W2,W2. • . wj^ . Making the
hi
substitution in w, (z), we have w,(z) = w,((z') +a) = f , (z'). Let k' be a
circle with radius R, and origin as center in the z' plane, chosen small
enough, so that the origin is the only point which has for its image a critical
hi
point. Then, as z' goes around k' once, (z') encircles the origin, and
hence z the point a precisely h^ times. Therefore, the argument of z-a is
increased by 27«h, .
Let z ' be an arbitrary point on k', and suppose we continue f,(z';z,')
along k', obtaining f, (z';z, '). Then z goes around a h, timies, so that the
* ^1corresponding continuation in the z plane w, (z; a+(zj') ) is identically
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hi 5)!
equal to Wj^(z;a + (z ') ). Hence f^(z;z^') = f^ (z';z^'). Since f^(z') is single
valued for 0< z' < R, it is holomorphic in this annulus. Consequently,
f,(z') can be developed in a Laurent series,
,00 » n
f,(z') = w,(a + (z') ^)= ^ cz''^=„J' c (z-a) h .
From this theorem, we can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorena 2. 5 If f(zQ,w) = has a root of multiplicity;? {!< £ ^ n) and
w^(Zq) = W2(Zq) = . . . = W/;,(Zq) then the Wj.(z) (1 ^ t ^^) form k permutations
(k^j2 ) each of which has a Laurent series in z' with no negative terms.
From our previous discussion we see that Wj(z), W2(z), . . .w^(z) form
themselves into k perm,utations (k^jg ) where the i'" permutation (16 i ^ k)
k
has h. elements and J^ h^ =j2 . By Theorem^ 2. 1 the w.(z) are continuous
i=l
as z = a, so that the Laurent series for the i permutation is f-(z) =
n=0 ^
We shall now consider the case fQ(a) = 0.
Theorem 2. 6 If f^(a) = fj^(a) = . . . = f ;^(a) = 0, and Wp+i(a), ^ 2(^)' • ' • '
w (a) are the roots of f(a, w) = then w, (z), w_(z), . . . w (z) form j permuta-
tions (j £ p) each of which has a Laurent series in z', which has a positive
number of negative powers.
1 n 1 nLet w = 77 and g(z, u) = u f(z,„ ) = f„(z)u +. . . + f^(z). Then g(a, u) = has
a root, u = 0, of multiplicity p at z = a, since '^^g
[
= il f-(a) = for
^i
I
z = a
i = 0,l,2,...p-l. We note that p < n, because f(z, w) is irreducible. Using
the results obtained from the previous discussion, we see that u,,u-,, . . .u
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give rise to j permutations each of which has a Laurent series in z' which
has no negative terms. Then, the i permutation with h. elements can be
expressed as G^(z') = uj^((z') + a) = z'* 2_i Cj^z' = 2j Cj^(z-a) j^. (c^ = 0,
n=l n=l ^
because g(a, 0) = 0). Suppose c^ = cj^ = C2. • ^£-1 - ^. then Gj^(z') =
00
z''^ Zj C j^ z' where c'q = c«, c'j^ = Cj^^n. We assume w can be expressed in
<x>
a Laurent series 2-i a z' . Substituting the power series for u and w into
n=-X n
the equation w = — , we have (a +a^,,z'+a ,-,z' +...) =
•i + 1 -i+2
•••'
c'o+c'iz'...
Multiplying term by term, a = 1 (since c' i 0), a . , n = "^1 ^"-^
^ c^ c'
•- o o
From this recursion process the a. are determined. Therefore,
Wi((z') ' + a = X^ a^(z-a)Ei.
n=-i
The following theorem is a result of the previous two.
Theorem 2. 7 The n valued function defined by f(z, w) = can be expressed at
a finite critical point, a, by some combination of,
1. Power series in z-a.
1/p
2. Laurent series in (z-a) (p > 1) with no negative powers.
3. Laurent series in (z-a) 'P with a finite number of negative powers.
If z =«>, by definition, the roots are solutions of the equation g(o,w) =
where g(t, w) = t"^f(i,w), t = -. Our previous results apply to the point
t = 0, so we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. 8 The n valued function defined by f(z, w) = can be expressed at
z = 00 by some combination of,
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1. Power series in— .
z
2. Laurent series in (—) ^ (p^ 1) with no negative powers.
1 1/p
3. Laurent series in { — ) with a finite number of negative powers.
z
Before we prove the next theorem, several definitions are in order.
Definition 2. 3 Two power series are said to be equivalent relative to a set E
if one can be obtained from the other by continuation along a path in E.
Definition 2. 4 An analytic function, G(z), is an equivalence class of power
series defined on a set E, together with expansions, if they exist, of the form:
1. (z-a) ^ times power series in z-a, p > 1.
2. (z-a)— times power series in (z-a) — , n> 1.
£ -1
3. z "^ times power series in z~^ n^ 1.
Theorem 2. 9 The n valued function defined by f(z,w) = is analytic.
If the w.(z) were not branches of the same analytic function, then contin-
uation of one of the roots, for example w,(z) yields only a proper subset of
the roots, say w,(z), w-(z), . . . ,w, (z), where k < n. To eliminate this pos-
k k-1
sibility, we examine the function defined by g(z, w) = w -(W1W2. • • Wi^)w +
1)2 E ^-2 ^(7I) Z_> WiWjW +...+(-1) WiWo.. Wt^ = 0.
i^ j
J
Let E, (z) = w,
Ep(z) = "E w.w.
^ i<j ^ J
Ej^(z) = w^w^.-.Wj^
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Then g(z, w) = w^ - Ei(z)w^"-^ + E2(z)w^"^ +. . . + (-l)^Ei^(z). Now each of the
E(z) (1 1 i ^ k) represent a single valued analytic function, since continua-
tion merely interchanges the k roots, and thus leaves each Ej^(z) unchanged.
Furthermore, the E.(z) have only a finite number of singular points, and
these must be located at singular points of the roots. Also, a given singular
point must be either a pole or a removable singularity, since each w.(z) has
at most a pole at this point. Similarly, we see that z =<» is at most a pole
of E.(z). Thus the E^(z) are holomorphic in the extended plane, except for
poles, so they must be rational functions. If we multiply g(z,w) by the com-
mon denominator of the E.(z), we obtain an equation of the form,
k k-
1
h(z,w) = h (z)w + h.(z)w +. . . + h, (z) which is satisfied by the functions
O 1 xC
W]^, W2, . . .
,
wj^, where h£(z) 0£i<kisa polynomial inz. Also, wj^.Wo,...,
Wj^ are roots of f(z, w) = 0, so that R(z, f, h) = 0. By Theorem 1 . 3 we have
reached a contradiction, since f and h are irreducible, and h is of degree
less than f. Therefore, w^.vjy) . . .
,
w are all branches of the same analytic
function.
The converse of Theorem 2. 9 holds.
Theorem 2.10 If F(z) is an n-valued analytic function, with a finite number
of critical points, defined throughout the extended complex plane, and if
F(z) is expressible at a critical point, b, by Laurent series in (z-b)
,
if
b is finite, and by Laurent series in 1/z , if b = oo , each with a finite
number of negative powers, then there exists one and only one irreducible
polynomial equation of the n""" degree in z and w which F(z) satisfies.
Furthernnore, if this equation is expressed in powers of w, then its coefficients
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are polynomials in z, and the leading coefficient can only have zeros at
critical points of F(z).
Let w,(z:z ), w-(z:z ), . . . ,w (z:z ) be elements of F(z) with center z .
1 o 2^ o n^ o ^ ' o
If the critical points of F(z) are joined together in some manner, then in
the res\ilting cut plane each of the w.(z:z ) can be extended along any path in
it, so by the Theorem of Monedromy the continuations of w.(z:z ) define a
function w-(z) which is holomorphic in the cut plane.
Let Ej(z) = w^(z) + W2(z) + . . . + w (z)
E;,(z) = /->. w, (z)w.(z) i=l, 2,...n-l j = l,2,...n
E (z)=w,(z)w_(z)...w (z)
n 1^ ' 2 n
These expressions represent a single valued analytic function in the
extended complex plane, since analytic continuation can merely interchange
the w.(z), and leaves their symmetric functions unchanged. Furthermore,
the Ej^(z) have only a finite number of singularities, and these must be loca-
ted at critical points of F(z). Therefore, the singularities of the E.(z) are
isolated, and are consequently either poles or essential singularities. The
latter possibility is easily excluded. If a is a finite critical point of F(z),
then F(z) is expressible at z = a by Laurent series of the form ^ a-^^iz-a.)''^
k=-n
(m^ 1). Therefore, either w.(z) becomes infinite as z-*a or w.(z) remains
finite. Since the E.(z) are merely combinations of the w^(z), E(z) either
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becomes infinite as z—>a or remains finite. The same type of argument can
be given for z =a, . Therefore, the E-(z) have at most poles in the extended
complex plane, and so must be rational functions.
Suppose we now form g(z, w) = f w-w, (z) ) fw-W2(z)j . . . ^w-w (z)) =
w -Ej^(z)w " +. . . + (-1) Ej^(z). Multiplying by the common denominator of
the coefficients, we have f(z, w) = fQ(z)w^ + f^(z)w'^" +. . . + fQ(z) = where
f^(z) is a polynom.ial in z. It remains to show that the polynom.ial on the left
side of the equation is the only one satisfied by F(z). To this end, let us
assum.e f(z,w) is reducible. Then F(z) satisfies an equation of degree n in
w, which is expressible as a product of irreducible polynomials, each of
degree less than n in w, F(z) would then satisfy at least one of the equations
defined by setting each irreducible polynomial equal to zero. If the degree
of this equation is m< n, then, by Theorem 2.9, it defines an m-valued
analytic function. Obviously, we have reached a contradiction, because
F(z) is n- valued. By Theorem 1. 3 it follows that F(z) can satisy only one
irreducible polynomial equation.
From this theorem, we can state an equivalent definition of an algebraic
function, and its critical points.
Definition 2. 5 An algebraic function, F(z) is an n- valued analytic function,
with a finite number of critical points, defined throughout the extended
complex plane, and is expressable at a critical point, b, by Laurent series
in (z)
,
if b =co, and by Laurent series in (z-b) '" if b is finite, each
with a finite number of negative powers.
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Using this definition, we can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.11 If there exists a sequence of distinct points (^2.^ at
which an algebraic function, F(z), assumes one of its values an infinite
number of tinaes, and if the sequence /z \ converges to a limit c,
which is a noncritical point, then the range of F(z) is finite. Furthermore,
the equation which F(z) satisfies is of zero degree in z.
Let w, (z), Wp(z), . . . w (z) represent the n branches of F(z). If F(z) =
F(w, , w_, . . . , w ) assumes one of its values an infinite number of times, then
1 2 n
each w-(z) has to assumie a value an infinite number of times. Therefore, we
find a subsequence /z^ V
-i °^ \^n) =1 which converges to c, atcan
which w.(z. ) = w-(z. ) = di for arbitrary positive integers k and m. Also,
^ ^k ^m
a given singular point must be either a pole or a removable singularity.
Now, g-(z) = w.(z) - d^ is holomorphic in any domain not containing a
critical point, so, by the Identity Theorem, gi(z) = in the complex plane
without the critical points of F(z). Also, since F(z) has only a finite number
of critical points, it can assume only a finite number of values at these
points. Therefore, the range of F(z) is finite. Since the symmetric functions
formed by the w.(z) are constants, we conclude that the equation satisfied by
F(z) is of zero degree in z.
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ALGEBRAIC EXPANSIONS
In this section we shall show that the expansion of an algebraic function,
F(z), at a critical point can actually be determined by use of a general
procedure known as Newton's method.
A. Expansions of Multiple Roots. Suppose w = b is a finite root of multi-
plicityX, corresponding to the critical point z = a. Then,
f(z,w) = a..(z-a) (w-b) , a.^,-. / 0. In the x-y plane we plot the points (i,j)
such that a-- ^ 0. We then form the least convex polygon which contains
these points. The polygon always has at least one point on each of the axes
since f(z,w) is irreducible. Also, since w = b,
is of multiplicity^
,
the point on the y-axis
nearest the origin must be L = {0,£). This
follows because ^-^i (a,b) 4 0, ^-^f (a,b) -
(m,0) ^w1 &wJ
(j^i).
Let M = (m, 0) be the point on the x-axis nearest the origin. Then, the
polygon has a broken line (L, . . .
,
M) joining L with M, and this line consists
of at most J segnaents, since for each j (Oij^^), there exists at most one
k (Itkim) such that (k, j) lies on the broken line. Furthermore, all points
(i, j) lie on (L, . . . , M) or above it. (See figure)
To determ.ine the expansions, we start with the segment whose left
endpoint is L. Suppose the equation of the line on this segment is
Pj^ + q, y = fi, • Here p and q can be chosen as positive integers, and we
ma y assume p and q are relatively prime. The slope of this line is "^1
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Suppose the lower endpoint of this line segment is (m, n), where m and n are
integers. Then, m/£-n = q^^/p, , and because q-^ and p are relatively prime,
m = r, q, , n = -i-r,p, , where r, is a positive integer. We shall show there
rj^p^ branches of F(z) associated with this segment.
Pi 'ilTo show this we substitute z-a = t , w-b = t u into the Taylor series
forf(z,w). Then f(z, w) =2ja- t 1 + lu =0. For every point (i,j) on this
line, we have ip + jq = s^, for all other points, ip, + jqi> s,. Thus the
Si
equation must be divisible by t , and after division we have an expression
of the form g(t,u) =y' a..t ^ ^ ^u +y a-u . The second sum contains
at least the two terms corresponding to the endpoints of the line segment.
^-rip] pi
Therefore, the second sum can be written as, u -"-p (u •") where p (v)
is a polynomial of degree r, . Also t can be factored out of the first sum, so
^-r
, Pi pi
g(t, u) can be written as g(t, u) = u -l- 'p_ (u '^) + tg, (t, u) = where g, (t, u)
is a polynomial in (t,u).
Pi Pi Pi
Suppose p (v) = has the roots a ,a ,...,a , which, for
^1 1 ^ ^1
Pithe moment, we assume to be distinct. If aX is some p, th root of a ^
(llA^r ) then g(t,u) vanishes for t = 0, u = a . Since a^ is a distinct root of
g(0, u) , by Theorem 2. 2, it can be expanded in a power series
^ k l/Pi ^l/Pl
u(t) = a\ + 2_. c\kt . Substituting, (z-a) = t, w-b = (z-a) u, we have,
k=l
q, /Pi v* ^/Pi 2i«ni/p, 1/p,
w = (z-a) 1 MaN + 2^ cxk(z-a) ^. Now, a^e Mz-a) ^ =
k=l
/ 27«ni\l/p, 1/pi Pi
ax I (z-a)e I " = ax(z-a) , so from each root of aX , we obtain the
Pi Pi Pisame expansion. However, because a, -^^ , a, •»^, . . . , a ^, are distinct,
r^
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we have r cycles each of p^ branches corresponding to the first segment
of Newton's polygon.
To obtain the above result, we assumed the roots a,
,
a_, . . a were
r^
distinct. If they are not, say a,^l = a_ ^ = . . = a, ^ (k ^ rK then the
entire process miust be applied again to the polynomial g(t, u) at the point
Pi 1(0,a •"). Bliss shows that after a finite number of applications, one ob-
tains an expression similar to g(t,u) with a polynomial which has only
simple roots. Furthermore, he shows, the corresponding expansions of
w in terms of z have r^^pj^ branches.
We handle the other sides in the same manner. Suppose that the dif-
ference of the x-coordinate of the endpoints of the second line segment is
r_q_ and that of the y-coordinates is r_p-,, so that the slope of the line is
—
. Here the slope of this line is necessarily different from the first.
^2
Proceeding as before, we arrive at an expression, h(t, u) =
-^"""iPr'^zPz P2
u p (u ) + t h, (t, u) where pr_(v) is a polynomial of degree r~.
If the roots of pr (v) = are distinct, we obtain r_ different cycles with p_
branches in each cycle of the form, w-b = (z-a) ^ ^(aA + / c\ (z-a) 2)
k=l ^
^= 1, 2, . . . r . If the roots are not distinct, as above, we must go through
the entire process again.
In this manner, we find the expansions corresponding to the different
Bliss, Gilbert Ames. Algebraic Functions . New York: Colloquium
Publications, American Mathematical Society, Vol. XII, 1933, pp. 37-39.
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hi
sides. We see that if the polygon has h sides then ^ r-p. =j( . This
i=l ^
relation asserts that the total number of branches obtainable by this method
is A, that is, we have accounted for all branches which tend to b as z
approaches a.
B. Expansions where a root is infinite .
The expansions which become infinite at a finite critical point z = a can
also be found by Newton's method. That is, suppose f (a) = f (a) = . . . =
f (a) = 0, fj7(a) ^ 0. To find the expansions set 1/v = w,and
h(z, v) = v^f(z, 1/v). Then h(z, v) has a root V = of multiplicity j^ , at z = a.
(See Theorem 2.6) Applying the previous method to this root, we find the
expansions in v which correspond to v = 0. The reciprocals of these expan-
sions for v are the expansions of w which have poles at z = a.
C. Expansions at z = <» To find the expansions at z =co, set s = 1/z,
k(s,w) = s f(l/s,w), and apply the process described in A and B to k(s, w)
at s = 0. Substituting 1/z = s in the resulting expansions will give the expan-
sions at z = oo.
The results of A, B, and C are sumnaed up by the following theorem.
Theorem 3. 1 The programs described in A, B, and C gives all expansions
of F(z) at a critical point z = a or z =<» .
Example 1
3 4 3 7Let f(z,w) = zw+w -8z=0. We shall find the expansions of F(z)
at z = and z =<»
.
At z = the equation has a root w = of mviltiplicity 3.
To find the expansions corresponding to this root, we plot the exponents of
z and w in the x-y plane, with the z exponent as abcissa, and w exponent as
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ordinate. Next, we draw the least convex ploygon which contains these
points. The slope of the line segment nearest the origin is -3/7. Therefore,
3 7
q = 7, p = 3, and we substitute z = t , w = t u into f(z,w). We obtain,
3 3 7 3 3 7 21
f(z,w) = g(t,u) = (t ) (t u) - 8(t ) = 0. Division by t yields,
t^^u^ + u^ - 8 = 0. When t=0, u^ = 8, u=8^''^
1/3We note that 8 represents the three roots 2,
2ni
_
4iri
(0.3)
2e-—
—
, 2e-^
3 3
Since the three roots are dis-
(7,0)
tinct at t = 0, the algebraic function defined by
t u +u -8=0, by Theorem 2.2, must
have three distinct power series expansions at this point.
n
Let u = V' c t . Substituting into the equation,
n=0
"^
t''(E c,tV + (E c,t^)'-8 = 0.
n= n=
Following the usual procedure, we obtain
Cq3.8 = 0, 0^ = 8^/^
c. = (i = 1,2, ... 5).
Cn +3cwc^ =0, cw = -c^ =-8 . For c^ =2, c,. = -4/30 16^0 '16 " ""-O 16
Cj = (j = 17, 18, ..., 31).
4cq c^^ + 3c32Cq^ + 3c^^^Cq = 0.
^
3-2 „5/3
^32 = -^^0 ^16-^^16 ^0 =^
3c.
= 8
2/3 3
(3)(8 ")
One of the power series in u can be written
8
3
u=2-it^S 8 ^32
34
1/3 7/3
Substituting t = z , w = z u, we have
7/3,, . 16/3 ^ _ 32/3 ^ .w = z(2-4z +8z +...).
The other two values of c also yield the same result since
1 r 1
2^i 3 2^i J 3
e"~r~ z = (e z) = z .
4^Ti
_]_
_1_ J_
3 3 4-Ki 3 3
e z = (e z) = z
This series is the expansion corresponding to the root w = 0, of multi-
plicity three at z = 0. From the equation and Theorem 2.6, we see that the
fourth root must be infinite at z = 0. To find its expansion, we let w = u.
4 13 7 4h(z,u) = u f(z,— ) = z +u-8zu =0. When z = 0, this equation has a root
u = of multiplicity one. By Theorem 2. 2, this root is holomorphic in a
Enc z
Substituting in the equation.
n=0 "
z + 2_> c z -8z ( 2_. c„z ) = 0.
n=0 '^ n=0 '^
From this equation we obtain the relationships,
c = c = c = 0.12
c- + 1 = 0, C3 = -1.
c^ = (i = 4, 5, . . . , 18).
^19 - ^^=3 = °-
^^19 = "
c. = 0, (j = 20, 21, ... , 34).
"35
-^^S^"l9 = ""' ^5 = -2^^'
35
So, u = z^(-l + 82^^ - 256z^^ . . . )•
_3
Then, w = 1/u = z
, ^ Q 16 _^, 32
• 1 + 8z - 25dz
= bo + biz +
-1 + 8z^^ - 256z^^ ...
b^=-l.
^K - ^6 = ^' h6 = -«•
-b-, + 8b,, - 256b = 0.32 16 o
b = 256 - 64 = 192.
32
So, w = z"^(-l - 8z^^ + 192z'^^ + ...).
7 4 4 7 3At z = cc
,
g(s,w) = s'f(l/s,w) = sw +SW -8 = 0, where z = 1/s, By-
Theorem 2.6, we see that all the roots are infinite at s = 0. Therefore, let
w = 1/u, h(s,u) = u'^g(s, 1/u) = s^ + s'^u - 8u'^ = 0. When s = 0, u = is a
root of multiplicity 4. The Newton's diagrana of the equation is shown in the
figure. The slope of the line segment nearest the origin is -1. So, q = 1,
p = 1, and we substitute s = t, u = tv into
h(s,u). Therefore, h(s,u) = k(t, v) =
(0,4)1,^ t'^ + t^v -8t^v^ = 0. Dividing by t'^,
1 + t^v - 8v^ = 0. When t = 0, v'^ = 1/8,
-1/4
(4. Q) V = 8 . Since the roots are distinct,
the expansions for v at s = are four distinct power series.
V. = ^2]] c. t (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Substituting into the equation,
n=0 ^"^
^^'\?0^in^')-«(nlo^int')'=^-
From this equation, we have the following relationships.
36
4 -1/4
c.j = 0, j = 1, 2, 3.
c.^-8(4c.^^c. .) = 0.
lO ^ lO i4'
r - 1 - r1/2C.4 1 - 8
32c77^ 32
lO
c.^ = 0, k = 5, 6, 7.
Ci4-8(6c.g^c./ + 4c.gC.Q^ = 0.
'^
i 256
Then. V. = 8-^/^81^,4 .^^l\^^.
^ 32 TbE
Since s = t, u = tv,
,
-1/4 0I/2 4 oW4 8 ^
,
u. = s(8 + ° s - ° s + . . . )
^ 32 256
Because w. = ^ , w. = s
-1 1
'
—
^ 3-1/4^81^ 4 .8^4 3^
s —
s
32 256
32 256
b.8"'^/^ + 8^ b„ = 0, b. = -1 .•4 4 -r
32 4
32 256
= bQ + be +
37
1 o 1/2 1/4 , , . 3/4
8
—
256 " 256
Therefore, w- = s'^S^^^ - 1/4 s"^ + (3)(8)^ s^ + . . . )
Substituting, s = z" ,
w, = ziS^''^ - 1/4 z"^ +ilK8liii z"^ + . . .) (i = 1. 2. 3, 4).
^ 256
Example 2
r/ \ 24^5^-4^^22 2,2,3 5 ^f(z,w) = z w + w + 2w + 2z w - zw +zw + zw-z =U.
We shall find the expansions of f(z,w) only for z = 0. At z = 0, the
equation has roots w = 0, of multiplicity 4, and w = -2, As before, to find
the expansions corresponding to w = 0, we plot the powers of z and w in the
x-y plane, and draw the least convex polygon which contains these points.
The slope of the line connecting (0,4) and (1,2) is -2. Therefore, q, = 1
I
-
(0.4)
2
p, = 2, and we substitute z = t , w = tu
2 2 4 5into the equation. Then, (t ) (tu) + (tu) +
4 22222 22 23
2(tu) + 2(t^)'^(tu) - t (tu) + (t ) (tu) + (t y
(5, 0) (tu) - (t^)^ = 0. Dividing out a factor of t^,
445 4222 3 6 ,22 534 2 2 5,
t u +tu +2u +2t u -u +tu+t u-t = 0. (2u -l)u +t(u +t u +2tu +u+t u-t ) = 0.
When t = 0, u = +^i,. Since the roots f^l^are distinct, by Theorem 2.2,
2 *-
these roots are holomorphic in a neighborhood of t = 0. Therefore,
c t . Substituting into the equation, and equating coefficients in
n = « ^ ^ or
like powers o£ t, t*(^Z^c^tV + U Z ^c^t")^ + 2( 2 oC„tV + ^t.^ I.^ o'^tl^''^^ '
38
_ 4 2 . ,42
2 Cq - Cg = 0. Cq = + y .
c^'^ + 8c^^c, - 2c, + 1 = 0.
1 1
2
8c, -2
u
5co^l + 2(4Cq\ + 6c^2c^32j ^ 2c/-c^2-2c2Cq+c^ = 0.
io22^2.4 -2
C2 = -12c^ Cq + Cj - 5cq c^ - 2cj - c^ ^
3
8cq - 2cq
c = -12(25/64)(l/2) + 25/64 - 4(l/4)(-5/8) - 2(1/2) + 5/8 = + 99
2
Therefore, u^ = +_2_ -5/8t + 99 t^ + . . . (i = 1, 2).
c- . 1/2 1/2Since t = z , w = z u,
1/2/ p- 1/2
w = z W+-^ -5z + 99 z +
2 . 8 64-^
i'^ 1/2 / 2i-TT .1/2 1/2 ,.1. . ..1. 1, -it 1Now, e z ' = (e z) = z , so that the series can be written simply as
w = z (^ - 5/8z + 99 z + ... ).
2 64^
The slope of the line connecting (1 , 2) and (2,1) is -1, so w = tu, z = t.
Substituting in the equation,
t^(tu)S(tu)^+2(tu)S2t^(tu)^-t(tu)^+t^(tu)+t^(tu)-t^ = 0.
Dividing by the factor t^,
t^uSt^u^+2tu'^+2tu^-u^+u+tu-t^ = 0. When t = 0, u = 0, 1. Since u = 1 is a
39
simple root, u = L-, d t"^. Substituting u = /_, d^t into the equation,
n= n=
2
t^( z d^t^)^ + 1^ i: d^t^)^ + 2t( z d^t^)^ + 2t( z d^t")
n=0 n=0 n=:0 n-u
to
.^- o.
( Z d^t")2 + Z H t" + t Z d t^ - t^ = 0.
n=0'^ n=0'^ n=0"
-djj^ + do = 0. dQ = 1.
4 2 4 ' 2
2dA +2dQ -didQ+di+da =0, di = -2dQ -2dQ -dg = 5.
1.2do
dQ^+8dQ^d^+4d^dQ-2dQd2-d^^+d2+d^ -1 = 0.
1 + 40 + 20 - 2d2 -25 + d2 + 5 - 1 = 0, d2 = 40.
Therefore, u = 1 + 5z + 40z2 + . .
.
Since w = tu, z = t
w = z(l + 5z + 40z2 + ..,).
The slope of the line connecting (2, 1) and (5, 0) is -_1^ , therefore, z = t,
3
w = t\. Substituting in, t2(t^u)^+(t3u)5+2(t^u)^+2t2(t^u)2-t(t^u)2+t2(t2u) +
t^(t^u)-t^ = 0. Dividing by t^,
Q4 \\\ ^ 74 ^ 7 7 7
t^u +t u +2t u +2t u -t u +u+tu-l = 0. When t = 0, u = 1, so by
CO
Theorem 2. 2, u= ^ h^t"^ .
n= "
Substituting in, t9( f. h„t")^ + t^^{ Z h t^)^ + 2t'^( E h„t")'^ +
n= " n= " n= "
<o cto CO CO
2t3( Z h^t-)2 - t\ Z h„t-)2 + Z h^t- + t Z h,t- -1 = 0.
n=0 n=0 n=0 n-J
-
1^0 = 1-
hj^ + hQ = 0, h^ = -1.
-hQ^ + h^ + h^ = 0, h2 = 2
40
Therefore, u = 1 - t + 2t^ + . . .
Since z = t, w = t u,
w = z^(l - z + 2z^ + ...).
The expansions corresponding to w = are:
w^ = z^/^(^ - 5/8z^^^ + 99 z +..;).
64-%'2
w = z(l + 5z + 4az^ +...).
2
w- - .3z-^(l - z + 2z'^ + ...).
w
The expansion corresponding to w = -2 can be found by substituting
OP
= 2_i
^n^"^
into the equation.
n =
^^( Z b„z")^ + ( I b„z")^ + 2( Z ,b„zV + 2z^( S b„z^)^
n=0 ^ n^O n' ^n=On' ^n=On'
:{ Z hnz"")^ + z^{ Z bnz"^) + z^( Z ^b„z^)
^n=0 ^ ' n=0 ^n=0 n ' z = 0.
bg^ + 2bQ'^ = 0, bQ = -2.
SbjbQ^ + Sb^bQ^ - bQ^ = 0, b^ = '0 = 1/4.
5bo^ + SbQ^
bQ^ + 5b2bo^ + lObj^^bQ^ + 8b2bQ-^ + 12bi^bo^ + 2bo^
2b^bg+bQ = 0.
16 + SOb^ - 5 - 64b2 + 8 + 1-2 + 3 = 0.
I6b2 = -21, b^ = -21/16.
2Therefore, •W4 = -2 +1/4 z - 21/16 z + . . .
. J
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ABSTRACT
An algebraic function, w = F(z), is defined by an irreducible equation of
the form
f(z, w) = f (z)w + f, (z)w +. . . + fj^(z) = where f(z) is a polynomial in z,
and it is understood for each z in the extended complex plane the equation is
to be solved for w. For each z, F(z) = w norm.ally has n distinct values, but
exceptions can occur when the discriminana of f is zero, f (z) = 0, or z =<» .
The set of z which satisfies one of more of these conditions is finite, and a
member of, the set is called a critical point. At a finite critical point, a,
1/k
F(z) can be expressed as Laurent Series in (z-a) (k> 1) with at most a
finite number of negative powers. At z =a> , F(z) has expansions which are
1/k
Laurent Series in 1/z , k>l, with at most a finite number of negative
powers. Moreover, F(z) is an analytic function. That is, if c and d are
noncritical points then any one of the n distinct power series in z-c can be
continued into any one of the n distinct power series in z-d.
The expansion of F(z) at a noncritical point, a, can be found by direct
OS
substitution of a power series w. = ^ c (z-a) (i = 1, 2, . . . n) into f(z, w) = 0.
^
. . liek=a
By equating coefficients in like powers of z, the c, are determined. For a
critical point a generalization of Newton's method must be used to find the
expansions of F(z). The proof that this method gives all expansions of F(z)
is quite difficult, since a great number of subcases have to be considered.
However, for a given algebraic function, the method is straightforward,
even though it may require numerous calculations. Essentially, the
procedure is to make substitutions of the form w = b + t ,z = a + t, into
f(z,w) = until the resulting equation in t and u has noncritical point at
t = 0. The exponents p^ and q. are determined by plotting the exponents
(i,j) of f(z,w) = £'a^.(z-a)^(w-b)-' = in the x-y plane. The least convex
polygon which contains these points has a face nearest the origin whose
sides have slope "Pj .
